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Chapter 6 ~ Bubbles in The Gulf 

I knew instantly something had changed as soon as I entered 

the operations room that morning. The normal buzz of activity had 

been replaced by worried concern, and it centred on José. “I have 

just received detailed readings from around the exposed Iranian 

seaboard, and they conflict greatly with what we knew before. I 

need to process a new scenario with this latest data. When you 

think about this logically; the pressure has to be going somewhere. 

I discovered the soil is getting hotter between Bushehr and 

Kangan. There are also some isolated places where the sea 

bubbles, look.” 

Close by, Langnor brought up locations where bubbles were 

coming up from the seabed. José said, “We are looking at a new 

hot spot, one or several, where none should ever exist.” 

I stared at the screen and realised I needed to understand 

exactly what I was seeing. I sent out a call for John to join me. We 

watched the bubbles with similar, macabre fascination. Hints of 

steam rose from the sea’s surface where the gas broke surface. Ali 

was deeply concerned and had been plotting every source, “This 

cannot be from the oilfields, it is impossible. In the Caribbean yes, 

because there the rock over the oil deposits in slightly permeable. 

In the Gulf, the outer crust, the rock above the oil and gas fields is 

highly valenced, this cannot happen.” 

José was standing nearby and sensing the mood, added; 

“Venting as you see here often occurs with volcanoes, except there 

are none in this area, at least until now. We need to know what 

these gases are, run full tests to understand the threat they pose. I 

am sure these were not there even yesterday.” 

I panned and zoomed, locating all activity in the area at Ali’s 

direction; discovering several consistent spots of regular release. 

“John, Ali, we need to process this here, what have you got?” 

Ali shrugged his shoulders, “I have access to the lab and 

equipment we need, but no protocol to use it immediately. With all 

that’s going on in the world, I would be waiting days for 

permission to process samples. Regardless, I have no boat. We 

could bring the old lab here, it would be stealing, but what the hell, 

things can only get worse. Depending upon what it turns out to be, 

this gas is either quite irrelevant, or deeply significant.” 
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“Ali, identify your lab and prepare to bring it here, plus a team 

to staff it. I need results soonest, and the situation contained. John, 

find a location at the University and begin to provide services; 

water, electricity, everything. I’ll go to the bridge and work on 

finding a boat; I have an idea.” 

Returning to the bridge, I stared ruefully at the screen; the 

Middle East was becoming a grey-out of macabre ash and sludge. 

It was difficult to see anything; large areas were impenetrable. I 

turned away and tried to focus on the boat problem, my first 

priority, when I was disturbed by a shout; “Behrouz has been 

located in his apartment.”  

I found him quickly. He was busy throwing things into 

suitcases and boxes; I would not call it packing. Outside a couple 

of cars screeched to a halt, and men with guns jumped out and 

raced into the building. I looked over, behind to my left and said, 

“Gung Loi, Operation Bare Walls.” 

She reacted at once and brought Behrouz back first, before 

stripping the place bare of all its contents. Behrouz arrived full of 

thanks and apologies, only to stand transfixed with amazement as 

wardrobes, carpets, seats, beds; everything was ripped out before 

his eyes, and sent to a store near the University. “We thought you 

had been taken by security forces to Tehran.” 

“If it had not been for a look-alike I would have been. I hid 

and watched as they took the poor man for questioning. After they 

left, I waited longer before returning to get my most valuable 

possessions. Because of you, it seems I have them all Guardian. 

Thank You.” 

“Why were they chasing you Behrouz?” 

“I have no idea, but they were VEVAK, Vezarat-e Ettela'at va 

Amniyat-e Keshvar, our secret police for sure. Obviously, 

somebody in Tehran thought I was becoming a nuisance. If I go 

back, I must be extremely careful.” 

“We will need your services again in the area, come.” He 

followed me through to my ready room, where I handed him a 

tracking ring. “Wear this at all times. Not only will it tell us where 

you are, but also this button is a distress signal. You had better ask 

John, no Helen actually, to attend to your things. Welcome back.” 

Behrouz departed, but I stayed in my sanctuary. I had sailed 

the world as Yachtmaster Ocean, knew many sailors, marinas, and 
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boat factories. However, I needed to call on the services of people 

I trusted implicitly. I scanned through names on my shortlist, as 

my fingers panned and zoomed the controls of my screen. 

I drew two blanks, before finding an Aussie couple I respected 

greatly. Gary and Shirl were practical scientists, privateers who 

loved life on the sea, water sports and surfing, and had a research 

grant. Nevertheless, they took any contract that offered them 

money. Their vessel had both power and sail, was ostensibly a 

floating laboratory, but was often used for deep sea fishing 

charters, and holidays afloat. 

I found their boat at Rockhampton in Queensland. It was 

moored and deserted, but I knew they would not be far away, as it 

appeared to be in use and ready for sail. I presumed they would be 

victualling, but in due course located them in a maritime bar. 

Kay set a protective transfer circle and I transported to the 

location. “Strewth Jackie, what the hell are you doing here?” 

I shared an Australian draught beer with Gary, as we caught up 

on times past and present. Fortunately, he did most of the talking, 

as what could I tell him that he would believe, other than I was 

shipwrecked, and survived. I ordered another round, but Shirl 

became unusually distracted, and glancing at the clock said, “Not 

for me, we need to be out of here, sorry Jackie. Next time OK. 

Make yours a quick pint, then come and help me get the stuff back 

to the boat. Five minutes and you are at the chandlers, OK.” 

I watched her leave and said, “Out with it Gary. I know the 

pair of you well enough; what’s going on?” 

Reticent at first, he opened up with gentle probing, “We are on 

the run from both international maritime authorities, and from a 

cartel of treasure thieves. We took a lucrative job to find a sunken 

wreck, but later realised we were there only for official cover. 

They used us to keep the heat off themselves; they were not openly 

declaring, but selling on the black market.” 

“You were the fall-guys. Nice people.” 

“We stopped here to take on fresh supplies and discharge black 

water. To cut a long story short, we are desperate to find a safe 

harbour, and must be ready to depart within ten minutes. We 

expect news of our arrival here has already been forwarded to the 

authorities.” 
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We downed our beers and went to help Shirl. Most supplies 

had by that time been delivered to the quay, and only needed 

stowing aboard. We carried the last boxes, spare parts, back 

between us, and began loading. Things were going well, until two 

police cars screeched to a halt outside the harbour masters office, 

lights blazing and horns blaring. My friends started throwing 

victuals on board, but there was not enough time. “Cast off. Gary, 

Shirl, trust me. All will be fine. Leave everything and set the boat 

free from the moorings.” 

They hesitated, unsure; I raced to the nearest cleat and began 

unhitching the mooring rope. They followed suit. Police were 

already running towards us as the boat came free; “See you in a 

minute.” 

I used my return bracelet, and ignoring their bewilderment, 

transported them and their boat to our Outland shore. The supplies 

followed moments later, this time I set them on the nearby shore, 

not in the water as with the boat. 

With a nod to Kay and n’Gnung, I transported back to them, 

arriving on the poop deck, “You wanted safe harbour, your wish is 

my command. Nobody will ever find you here.” 

Gary was agog, Shirl noticed our island boat nearby, and 

appeared to go into shock; “That floats? Oh my God! Who … what 

are they, people?” 

 

The strains and participation of Old MacDonald may have 

broached their defences, but Kay’s ‘Okay Pokay’, brought them 

fully into our world. Shirl added Charades to our drunken 

pastimes, which was generously received, and enacted by all. 

The following morning was a curious time; they were, and 

were not a part of us, fluctuating by the moment between 

incredulity and impossibility. I, the world at large, needed them 

urgently. n’Gnung made arrangements in advance, we breakfasted 

at the University. John graciously greeted their arrival, and saw 

them to the servery. 

Taking me aside he said, “Jackie, it was difficult, Ali has a lab 

ready to process gases, all you need to do is bring it here. This case 

contains sterile sampling equipment, but it is a little basic. I’ll add 

some asbestos gloves before you depart, the gas may be hot. I 
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think Ali may have better equipment, but I wanted to cover all 

bases. Ah Gary, Shirl, I hope you found food to your liking…” 

Our breakfast table exuded a slightly surreal air, until Shirl 

dispelled the notional impossibilities; “OK Jackie. Why are we 

here? What do you want us to do?” 

I had almost forgotten how forthright Australian women could 

be, but not quite. I countered, “You’re welcome. In return for 

saving your skins, I need your boat in the Gulf of Arabia this 

morning. Afterwards, you can either go on your way, or stay, up to 

you. Come, finish up and let me show you something of 

paramount importance.” 

We transferred to the operations room, where I showed them 

the bubbling ocean. Gary stared long at the screen, our drone’s 

view was becoming progressively obscured by water vapour and 

ash; before eliciting, “That is wrong.” 

“I need to know what that gas is. I need your boat there, now. 

We need samples from these outlets…” I showed them the 

locations, and introduced Ali who would lead the sampling crew. 

We actioned this minutes later, and everything appeared to be 

going well. They covered the water quickly, taking samples from 

our designated hot-spots; it became obvious some of the gas was 

rather hot. They had almost completed their task when Langnor 

informed me of a new and larger set of bubbles near Kangan. 

While they manoeuvred into the new position, I recalled Ali 

and John, and we pinpointed the new lab, and with parameters set, 

I transported it to a location John had indicated. I transferred the 

building and he left to check it, n’Gue reporting some minutes 

later, “The building transfer was successful, Guardian. John’s 

people are now connecting power supply, water, and drainage.” 

Although I was keen to inspect the new structure, it would 

have to wait, Gary had closed on our final objective. Once there, 

the vessel came around, approaching the bubbling sea as usual 

from windward. The dingy was deployed as before, and the man 

with the jar leaned out to gather the gas, but as he did so, the 

current took their dingy, the small craft spun around, and a spark 

from the outboard caused a small explosion that hurled the 

occupants forward, one went overboard.  

From personal experience, I knew this would normally be a 

simple retrieval for experienced sailors; the airborne fire extending 
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downwind, before dying naturally upon dispersal. What alarmed 

me was the sea beneath turned into a churning furnace of rage.  

All around, the small inflatable craft was enveloped in myriad 

bubbles that lessened the water displacement and with the heavy 

outboard engine still close to the original gas outlet, the weight 

began to drag the stern down into the water. While most of the 

smaller bubbles were burnt-up, some persisted, igniting others. 

One section of inflatable hull melted, I had to get them out of 

there. The scientist was reaching for another sample, and I knew 

how important this could prove. I had to let him try, up until the 

last split-second. 

The sinking craft became waterlogged at the stern, but I waited 

until the scientist capped his beaker, and gave a thumbs-up. We 

transported all to safety immediately. For the ensuing few minutes, 

I needed to be in three places at once, but chose to bring those 

places, the people concerned, to me at the new University lab. John 

wanted to greet the team, Ali had samples to process, and a small 

group of scientists was waiting to transfer in.  

John and Ali already knew what to do, and waited as I returned 

to the bridge and made the transfer; the scientists were in shock, 

but from passed experience I knew that they would soon become 

focused on their work. 

As we watched the men enter the lab, n’Gnung spoke into the 

vacuum, “Guardian, we need a specialist to deal with the human, 

emotional side of this. These newcomers need inclusion and 

support. Our attention must remain focused on the greater threat, 

and with John now preoccupied, at least for the moment, I know of 

only one solution, one person.” 

“Dawn.” 

“I will go and send word to her, and hope she is free.” 

I began to rise and go myself, when n’Gnung’s hand on my 

shoulder stilled me, “No Jackie, you are needed right here, right 

now. There are things only specific people can do; you need to 

remain here until help arrives. I won’t be long. This time, you get 

the beers in.” 

Later, n’Gnung and I participated in dinner, but left before the 

singing, drunkenness, and human excess manifested. In the 

operations room, Langnor and I continued to monitor the fire in the 

sea, until there was a huge underwater disturbance that acted to 
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blow-out the slowly descending fireball; and in time the waters 

returned to bubbling merrily away as they had been before. 

 

The new day arrived all too soon, and seemingly without 

transition. I needed coffee, and results. n’Gnung and I thought we 

would be the first to breakfast, but we were both surprised to find 

Ali deep in conversation with several new scientists brought in to 

staff the new lab.  

We joined them and Ali gave us a brief synopsis, “Most of the 

gases collected are either steam, or steam with some Carbon 

Dioxide. Minor amounts of Sulphur, Chlorine, and Fluorine gases 

were found in locations northwest of Kangan. These all indicate 

volcanic causation.  

“These three samples taken further out towards Qatar indicate 

hydrocarbons associated with the quite common leakages from 

underwater gas fields. At least, they are quite common in the 

Caribbean, but not in the Gulf, until now. The last one taken is 

partial, yet is also of gas field origin. We can only guess at what a 

true sample would have revealed.” 

My foreboding was increasing proportionately, as I applied 

layman’s logic to scientific imponderables. Ali continued, “Jackie, 

we need to go back to the Gulf today. But first I need a meeting 

with the Mexicans.” 

“Let’s go. I’ll see if Langnor has found any more bubbles, 

especially near Qatar.” 

The meeting was brief, frowns and grimaces the order of the 

day, terse words carrying heavy implications. A little later I was 

busy in the control room, monitoring Ali and the main boat, 

transferring them to new locations to thwart discovery by maritime 

security forces. Their boat was again our maritime hub of activity, 

as two new outboards covered the sea to a prearranged pattern. 

Dawn arrived mid afternoon, and I was thankful to see her 

again. I explained what we were doing, showed her Ali and his 

team on screen, and explained why I had invited her. “I need Kay 

to keep tabs on what Peni is up to. That means I need to be here 

most of the time. John would normally look after newcomers, but 

he is extremely busy, so can you check and see how the new 

scientists are settling in. Then there are Gary and Shirl…” 
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Dawn left to speak to all I mentioned, and check others, 

including Phœbe in her report some hours later. “Phœbe is my only 

concern, so far. She is bored and wants to go exploring. I could 

take her for a walk tomorrow, as she likes nature and the outdoors. 

Otherwise, those at the University are fine, but remember, they are 

in a familiar environment. The transfer circle is the only fly in the 

ointment. I’ll meet up with the Australians when they return to the 

shore, and try to put them at ease. How’s Ali doing?” 

“They are about done, just a few more samples to extract. I 

fear the scientists will be in for another long night. When 

processed, we need to analyse the results, compare them to those 

of the Mexicans; José is trying to prove there is a new hotspot of 

basalt magma underneath a region roughly the size of Qatar, 

encircling Bushehr and Kangan.” 

When the samples from the Gulf were collected, I sent the 

boats to the Outland shore, and Ali with his team to the University. 

Dawn went to join them, but returned a short time later with 

Phœbe, stating, “They are already working on processing the 

results, but it will take hours by the looks of things. Phœbe wants 

to see the sea, which ties in nicely with meeting Gary and Shirl.” 

I waited for Peni to leave, rescuing Kay from her invigilation. 

My team headed for the shore. We were overdue some fun and 

relaxation, and unlike the night before, we made the most of it. 
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Chapter 7 ~ Recipe for Disaster 

Our fun of the previous evening continued over breakfast, 

Phœbe asking to see the boat, and Shirl encouraging her to join 

them for a sail. They wanted to investigate the local waters, but 

gave me a strange look when I mentioned the containing force 

field. They were also aware I might need them back in the Gulf at 

any moment, depending upon what news came with the morning. 

My first call was the University, where Ali and the team had 

worked through the night. Results were still coming in, with other 

samples yet to process. There was no initial theory, except bad. 

My next port of call was the operations room. José greeted me 

warmly, if distractedly, “We will confer with you immediately we 

understand what is happening. What of the gas samples?” 

“They are still being analysed, but early indications are steam, 

volcanic gases, and areas with the tell-tale signature of 

hydrocarbons.” 

José glanced back at his team, as if seeking emotional support, 

“We cannot confirm as yet, but the hot spot may be bigger than I 

first thought, or there may be several of them. We still do not know 

where the underlying pressure is dissipating to, but there has to be 

a reason. I fear it is not dissipating at all, but building, somewhere 

under the earth’s crust. The bubbles in the Gulf indicate the rise of 

pressure, but my greatest concern is the crater left by the nuclear 

explosion, it is empty.” 

I failed to see the importance. 

“Jackie, it should be full. There would be some loss of water to 

evaporation, but little only. We need to know where that water 

went. This is more than serious, deadly. The same with the Red 

Sea, or what little water remains of it. I’ll arrange a meeting when 

we have a working hypothesis, but it could take days, time we may 

not have.” 

José was called away, and I sought sanctuary on the bridge. I 

was already forming my own opinion regarding what the Wrath of 

Gaia could embrace, and the morning’s news left me deeply 

perturbed. 

After checking on developments, I ensconced myself in my 

ready room, and interfaced with the Core. My thoughts were 

transmitted mentally, and the feedback was chilling. I instigated 
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strengthening of our shields, a stationary overhead satellite to 

supply us with power, stockpiling of rock plasma, and a dedicated 

resource to produce it. I hoped I was wrong, but needed to act in 

case I was not. 

The day progressed with others overworked and tired, while 

we had time to explore the redesigned spacecraft in more detail, 

Kay finally freeing herself from chaperoning Peni to join us. The 

following day we took breakfast at the University, hoping for 

news. I ordered bacon and runny egg butties with coffee, but 

somehow a basket of fries ended up on my tray. I intended to put 

them back, when Ali arrived with news. They had made a 

breakthrough, and the prognosis was not good: They had 

discovered trace elements of contaminated water vapour, 

hydrocarbons, and volcanic gases, all venting from the same outlet 

near Kangan. 

Moments later we were in ops; José staring at the printout Ali 

had just given him. “Santa Madre del Dios!” Fernando ripped the 

paper out of his hand and froze, his eyes glued to the figures, 

before he stared listlessly into infinity. Sylvia reached for the 

readout and scanned it, her brow furrowed as understanding 

dawned; her mouth worked, but no sound came forth. 

Ali said, “This is a bomb waiting to explode.” Everybody 

froze, too stunned to reply. 

n’Gnung broke the silence, “Come Guardian, we need to save 

the world.” 

My eyes flicked to his, “Operation Ark. Save whomever, and 

whatever we can. Parameters?” 

Kay placed her hand on my arm, “First we need to adjust the 

main shield, and those we have already set as protection. The 

volcanic ash is killing people, they cannot breath; later will come 

the acid rain. We must first look to our own and be strong 

ourselves, before we can be strong for others.” 

n’Gnung came to Kay’s side, “Guardian, we must inform the 

other Tribes, they have little or no knowledge of what is about to 

happen. Their shields will need adjusting also.” 

Within moments my disbelief evaporated, replaced by the 

reality of what was about to occur: obliteration of all life on 

Earth… 

 


